Dear Members of the Assembly,

We hope all is well as we draw towards the end of our terms on the SRA. With only one meeting after this one, I would like to formally thank everyone on the Assembly for their hard work this year and recognize outstanding levels of commitment you have shown on student issues.

PROGRESS ON YEAR PLAN

We have collaborated with the MHS on multiple events since our last report. This includes Humanities Majors Fair, where we not only ran one of the most popular booths for the event, but had an extremely successful giveaway. Thank you to both the MHS and the Faculty of Humanities Office for helping us during the event, and donating the promotional materials.

On Valentines Day, we collaborated with the MHS to hand out candy and run a joint office hour. The day seemed to go extremely well, as using a high traffic area and free food meant plenty of interested students. This day proved useful for recruiting the next generation of SRA Humanities Representatives, as 2 of the 4 candidates for next year are MHS Executive members.

Jason was engaged with the Macademics Teaching Awards committee this past Wednesday to collectively discuss and vote in this year’s winner’s for the Merit Award, Community Engagement Award, and Lifetime achievement award.

Art Matters Week took place this week, featuring ‘Clash of the Canvas’ on Wednesday. Although we both attended the event and helped with the promotion, it was not entirely as planned. This week ended up taking a much different form than we had been expecting, and we admittedly felt left out by the MHS’ planning for the week. It is something we are looking to ensure is corrected for next year.
UPCOMING EVENTS, PROJECTS & ACTIVITIES

I have been working the Finance committee to roll out a MUSC Improvement Fund Survey later this month. This survey will be looking to better utilize the existing fee collected from students which is earmarked for the improvement of the common spaces within MUSC. The questions have been made, and we will be launching the survey shortly. The group is looking to generate a report by the end of the term with recommendations for the MUSC Board of Management.

CURRENT CHALLENGES

SRA Humanities would like to apologize for not being at the last meeting. Although none of us could make it due to commitments made well before the PSL rescission motion was put forward, we apologize for not making it known to our constituents prior to the meeting that we would not be there. We are open to discuss the matter with you in person, over the phone, in a personal message or via email. We would like to have a constructive dialogue regarding this issue and your concerns moving forward.

Recruitment for the SRA 18/19 Term has been challenging, with 2 candidates being acclaimed and one empty seat remaining as of Wednesday. This looks to have changed Thursday night, and we will be having a multi-candidate election for the remaining seat.

We had initially expected to co-host a launch event with SRA Social Science this past Thursday for the new L.R. Wilson student lounge. This event did end up falling through, and we will be looking to reestablish what we believe to be a very useful event at a later date.

SUCCESSES

While we have seen a smaller increase in the like count for our page than expected, or desired, the ‘reach’ levels have increased steadily.

All the best,

[Signature]
Landon Fama
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